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http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/archive/private/

� Contacted two more potential laser slitmask cutter vendors, LPKF (VLT) and ART (Gemini)

� Contacted National Aperture re: longslit fabrication.

� Wrote anti-reflection coatings RFP.

� Received and inspected fused quartz blanks from Oken.  The stress birefringence is excellent
(see table: O = collimator; A = camera.  O-L1 and -L2 comprise the field lens, which is in front
of the waveplate, and has the tightest birefringence specification.)
� Received and inspected the three NaCl blanks, manufactured by Hilger (UK) and tested by
Bicron. The two best meet the collimator birefringence specification; the best (#2) will be used
and the second best (#1) will be held as a spare.  The third will be used in the camera.
� Received birefringence data for six of the seven CaF2 blanks.  These are also excellent.  The
thickest, A-L2, has not yet been accepted- the first candidate in the boule did not meet spec and a
second is being tested.

PFIS Optical Blank Stress Birefringence (nm/cm)

Material Blank Mean Max Spec
Fused Quartz O-L1 0.28 0.64 <1

O-L3 0.35 1.03 <2
O-L4 0.26 0.71 <2

NaCl Spare 3.24 8.45 <10
O-L6 2.87 9.63 <10
A-L7 3.91 11.49 <15

CaF2 O-L2 0.21 0.69 <1
O-L5 0.22 1.00 <2
O-L7 0.16 0.61 <2
O-L9 0.26 1.06 <2
A-L4 2.24 8.53 <10
A-L5 0.22 1.22 <10

� The Lens Fabrication contracts have been awarded, to Janos Technology (spherical surfaces)
and Coastal Optics (asphere) (see vendor-specific information described above).  The fused



silica blank has been sent to Coastal Optics.  Figuring will start when the testplate redesign is
finished and the CaF2 blanks are delivered, anticipated by the end of May.

� The beamsplitter array contract has been awarded, to Karl Lambrecht Corporation.  An
inventory of the available UV-grade calcite is under way.

Mechanical 

� Investigated issues raise by the CDR reviewers: Articulation flexure and Grating stage flexure. 
- Articulation flexure: We are looking at reducing the number of camera articulation stations
from one every 0.5° to every 1°, in order to provide more margin on the strength of the detent. 
We calculate that this will still allow placement of the spectrum center to within 6% of its length
in the Littrow condition (grating angle = diffraction angle).  Finer placement of the spectrum
may still be done by going slightly off-Littrow.
- Grating stage flexure: We have found that the bearing-play specification for the grating rotator
stage we have chosen would give an image motion perpendicular to the dispersion three times
the specification.  The solution is either to go to a more elaborate stage, with implications for
control, weight, and cost, or to pre-load the bearing.  We favor the latter.

� Investigated effect of friction (stiction) at the mounting pads on flexure results. We found it to
produce at most 8 microns of movement, but only during the period just after a change in sign of
dT/dt.  During periods of steadily dropping temperature, there will be random small stiction
events which will be undetectable.

� Started a new FEA analysis of the PFIS structure incorporating the Rho-stage structure design,
as recently received from SALT.   This is our largest concern at this point.  We find that the Z-
stiffness of the structure is roughly 4 times  less than is in the PFIS ICD, which has been used for
all previous FEA analyses.  This change will undoubtedly increase our flexure.  Unfortunately,
the rho-stage design is apparently fixed (it has already been fabricated!), so the only remedy,
beyond asking the project to re-engineer the stage, is to relieve the PFIS flexure spec and/ or
redesign and add weight to the PFIS structure.  This has already cost the project a week of design
time, which is in the critical path.  We are therefore using our contingency funds trying to
remedy the Project's failure to meet an interface specification.

� Received final drawings package for 5 mechanisms from Design Concepts 

� Visited Rutgers University to work on both the Etalon interface and lay the foundation for
starting the fabrication of the structure. Worked with Sam Goldfarb on better defining our
interface:  we will define a mounting surface for him to attach his nests to and give him an
envelope which the nests can fill. Met with the Workshop foreman  and  explained some of the
details of the structure and discussed the drawing expectations. We plan to start fabrication in the
next month - both were very fruitful meetings. 

� Met with University of Wisconsin Physics Workshop foreman to get time and cost estimates
for parts manufacture. They are ready and fabrication should be underway by the end of May.



The estimates are significantly less than the Swales estimates, which have been the basis of the
budget and schedule.

Control

� Continued working on the PFIS parts purchasing data base.

� Start PFIS control system procurement.

� Held a mini-review with mechanical and electronics on the detailed layout  for the electronics
control boxes.

Management

� Supported the SALT SSWG/ Board meetings in Capetown, April 26 - May 3.  A number of
splinter PFIS meetings were held with Gerhard Swart (control interfaces and commissioning)
and Leon Nel (physical interfaces).  A new ICD has been delivered to UW.

� Continued work on a revised detailed schedule for Fabrication & Test Phase.  We have detailed
tasks for electronics boxes, fixturing, and baffling.  Given the recent favorable machining
schedule from the Physics machine shop, we plan on starting the slitmask assembly immediately,
with an eye towards flushing out generic design problems with our magazine mechanisms. 
Revised the optical integration and testing schedule.

Etalons (Ted Williams and Chuck Joseph)

� The polishing of the etalons is progressing well and has reached the stage where two of the
three etalons are ready for final figuring (i.e. these are now flat enough to have their surfaces
matched).  Final figuring is done by hand iteratively with each polishing sequence taking a day
so that the fused silica can reach equilibrium.  As of 22 April 03, ICOS is estimating that the first
etalon will be ready for coating in about 10-15 working days.  The coating will take a further 10
working days, with a delivery in 5-6 weeks.  

� We have been preparing for a rapid turn around on the testing since these tests will determine
the final bandpass filter requirements.  We will be using two graduate students rather than one
for the testing.  They have begun testing of some etalons for another program so should be well
up the learning curve when the first etalon arrives.  Simultaneously, we are adapting the test
setup to accommodate the larger telescopes used for the SALT Fabry-Perot.

� Our mechanical engineer (Goldfarb) is working on the final detailing of the design of the etalon
insertion mechanisms.   There are 3 parts to this effort: 1) etalon holder, slide, and plate, 2)
interface between etalon structure and the rest of PFIS, and 3) Ball and Nesting structure. 
Purchase orders for the commercial slide will be placed in the next two weeks.   Similarly, the



attachment pieces that hold the etalon onto the slide mechanism will be available for machining
within the next two weeks.  Mating interfaces between the overall PFIS structure and the
insertion mechanisms are being finalized with Wisconsin's mechanical engineer.  A meeting
between the Rutgers and Wisconsin mechanical engineers occurred on 8 May at  Rutgers.   Ball
and nesting mechanisms will insure etalon tip-tilt with respect to the PFIS optical bench will be
within tolerances.  The slide mechanism will be a commercially available Festo DGPL-40-304-
PPVA-KF with a pneumatic slide from the same family as others being used by the  PFIS
instrument.

� The Rutgers shop provided price estimates for the assembly of the overall PFIS structure. 
Preparations are being made to create a special welding area in our high bay, including the
fabrication of a special welding fixture.  Additional activities such as stress relieving will be
done by an outside vendor under the direction of Rutgers shop personnel.  Mike Smith, the
Wisconsin mechanical engineer visited Rutgers and meet with Rutgers shop personnel on 7 May. 
A portion of the High Bay in the Rutgers physics building has been improved and a welding area
suitable for the large PFIS structure is now complete.  A miter saw is in place.  A special optical
precision table  with testing arms is being installed to insure the critical parts of the PFIS
structure can be machined to the required optical tolerances.  Rutgers scientists will provide on-
site monitoring of shop activities, but Wisconsin retains all management responsibilities. 

Outstanding Action Items:
- Create a Rutgers-SAAO interface document
- Prepare for rapid turn around of the test results of etalon #1.
- Finish detailing the mechanical design of the slide mechanism

Detectors (Darragh O'Donoghue)

� Mosaicing hardware definition is complete.

� Early stages of procurement for mosaicing hardware and the cryostat are underway.

� With the getter in, the vacuum in the SALTICAM cryostat is now pretty stable and the
temperature control is now so stable that the temperature measurement which provided
resolution of 0.1 degree just flips between that last significant digit. 



Activities for the next month

� Mechanism 
Finish FEA reanalysis with new SALT rho-stage structure, and do a final (!) re-iteration of

the PFIS structure; order remainder of invar.
Finish articulation stage design modifications. 
Start slitmask mechanism manufacture.
Continue purchasing of mechanism parts.

� Optics
Complete final optics design iteration: testplate analysis; add lens coupling fluid.
Issue optical coating RFP.
Write RFP for slitmask cutter.

� Control
Finish electronics box detailed designs.
Purchase control system parts (motors, motor controllers, etc).
Hold a telecon with SALT project on definition of the specifications and interfaces for the PI

Planning Tool.
� Detectors

Finish updating ICD.
� Management

Rework Fabrication and Test Phase schedule based on CDR comments.
Review the SALT/PFIS ICD.




